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Budget 2017: Government to turn 1.5 lakh health sub-centers to health
wellness centers

The Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, in his budget speech , said that the government is all set to turn 1.5 lakh health

sub-centres to health wellness centres and will also bring about structural reforms in medical practice and education.

In the Union Budget today, the government has allocated Rs 48,853 crore for health and family welfare for 2017-18 as

compared to Rs 39,688 crore in 2016-17. The government also plans to work and ensure easy availability of drugs and

at reasonable price thus aiming to  eradicate diseases like Tuberculosis by 2025 and measles by 2020 completely from

the country.  lso, an action plan has been prepared to reduce IAR from 39 in 2014 to 28 by 2019 and A A R from 167

in 2011-13 to 100 by 2018-2020. The minister in his speech emphasiMed that the government will also bring about

structural reforms in A edical practices and education. zaitley also said that the government will introduce   adhaar

based smart cards with their health information for senior citiMens. The government will turn 1.5 lakh health sub-centers

to health wellness centers to ensure Juality service to citiMens of the country. The government will further establish two

new   ll India Institute of A edical qciences S  IIA q(, one at zharkhand and the other at )uGarat.

Ministry of External affairs asks missions to promote Ayush, Ayurveda: V K Singh

zaideep qhenoy j T||  j UpdatedN :eb 21, 2017, 04.34 FA  IqT

A   | )   PURUN A inistry of LEternal affairs SA L  ( have asked all chairs and missions to take a serious look to

promote   yush and   yurveda, said x V qingh , minister of state, A inistry of LEternal   ffairs, ) overnment of India at an

  qqKOC  A  event held in | ew Helhi.  DKn part of A inistry of LEternal affairs SA L  (, we have asked all our chairs

and missions to promote   yush and   yurveda because 25 missions have got   yush facilitation centers and these are

being managed in a manner in which we would like them to become much greater facilitation center then what they are

today,“ said qingh while inaugurating an   qqKOC  A  Oonference on A LHiTravel - 2017” at | ew Helhi.

A L   is aware of need for simplifying x Iq   procedures and open for the suggestions and recommendations to make

things better for people who are coming. DA isuse and abuse creates problems for any new initiative,“ he added. To

ensure that things are made as transparent as possible and things are made in this manner in which they cannot be

misused, said qingh.

DThis field got tremendous potential which can make India the hub of medical facilities which will help India as well as

allow rest of the world to depend on India“, said qingh. D'e have treatments both traditional medical field and as well

as alternative therapies that are perfected and cause the traditional Indian medicinal practices. There are people in

continents that look towards India as a country which gives affordable medical care,“ he added.

The tourist looks for the facility which is at par best in the world that is hygiene, friendly staff who can guide you

correctly and the doctors who are not going to overcharge you, added qingh.

marendra Vhatua, secretary Sqpecial   ssignment(, A L   and H) , IOOR, said that today, pharma market is about UqW
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40 billion in 2017-18, the average growth rate is 14$ per year at O  ) R and in real terms medical visa arrivals are

increased almost at the rate of 80$  every year since 2010. The A LHi Travel industry now needs concentrated and

coordinated approach for growth, revenue generation and Juality service.

A edical tourism in eEports not only results in increased foreign eEchange earnings, increased tourism revenue earning,

attracts tourism investment in the sector, creation of employment, improves standard and accountability in the local

health services and facilities and growing awareness, added Vhatua.

“Depression: let’s talk” says WHO, as depression tops list of causes of ill health

30 March 2017 | GENEVA - Hepression is the leading cause of ill health and disability worldwide.   ccording to the

latest estimates from ' CK, more than 300 million people are now living with depression, an increase of more than 18$

between 2005 and 2015. Pack of support for people with mental disorders, coupled with a fear of stigma, prevent many

from accessing the treatment they need to live healthy, productive lives.

The new estimates have been released in the lead-up to ' orld Cealth Hay on 7   pril, the high point in ' CK%s year-long

campaign DHepressionN let%s talk“. The overall goal of the campaign is that more people with depression, everywhere in

the world, both seek and get help.

qaid ' CK Hirector-) eneral, Hr A argaret OhanN DThese new figures are a wake-up call for all countries to re-think

their approaches to mental health and to treat it with the urgency that it deserves.“

Kne of the first steps is to address issues around preGudice and discrimination. DThe continuing stigma associated with

mental illness was the reason why we decided to name our campaign HepressionN let%s talk,“ said Hr qhekhar qaEena,

Hirector of the Hepartment of A ental Cealth and qubstance   buse at ' CK. D: or someone living with depression,

talking to a person they trust is often the first step towards treatment and recovery.“

Urgent need for increased investment

Increased investment is also needed. In many countries, there is no, or very little, support available for people with

mental health disorders. Lven in high-income countries, nearly 50$  of people with depression do not get treatment. Kn

average, Gust 3$  of government health budgets is invested in mental health, varying from less than 1$  in low-income

countries to 5$  in high-income countries.

Investment in mental health makes economic sense. Lvery UqW 1 invested in scaling up treatment for depression and

anEiety leads to a return of UqW 4 in better health and ability to work. Treatment usually involves either a talking therapy

or antidepressant medication or a combination of the two. Both approaches can be provided by non-specialist health-

workers, following a short course of training, and using ' CK%s mh)   F Intervention ) uide. A ore than 90 countries, of

all income levels, have introduced or scaled-up programmes that provide treatment for depression and other mental

disorders using this Intervention ) uide.

: ailure to act is costly.   ccording to a ' CK-led study, which calculated treatment costs and health outcomes in 36 low-

, middle- and high-income countries for the 15 years from 2016-2030, low levels of recognition and access to care for

depression and another common mental disorder, anEiety, result in a global economic loss of a trillion Uq dollars every
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year. The losses are incurred by households, employers and governments. Couseholds lose out financially when people

cannot work. Lmployers suffer when employees become less productive and are unable to work. ) overnments have to

pay higher health and welfare eEpenditures.

Associated health risks

' CK has identified strong links between depression and other noncommunicable disorders and diseases. Hepression

increases the risk of substance use disorders and diseases such as diabetes and heart disease’ the opposite is also true,

meaning that people with these other conditions have a higher risk of depression.

Hepression is also an important risk factor for suicide, which claims hundreds of thousands of lives each year. qaid Hr

qaEenaN D   better understanding of depression and how it can be treated, while essential, is Gust the beginning. ' hat

needs to follow is sustained scale-up of mental health services accessible to everyone, even the most remote populations

in the world.“

Hepression is a common mental illness characteriMed by persistent sadness and a loss of interest in activities that people

normally enGoy, accompanied by an inability to carry out daily activities, for 14 days or longer.

In addition, people with depression normally have several of the followingN a loss of energy’ a change in appetite’

sleeping more or less’ anEiety’ reduced concentration’ indecisiveness’ restlessness’ feelings of worthlessness, guilt, or

hopelessness’ and thoughts of self-harm or suicide.

Annals of Ayurvedic Medicine is now included in UGC approved journal’s list

' ith great Goy, we announce the inclusion of   nnals of   yurvedic A edicine in U) O approved Gournal%s list. This list is

prepared by U) O to recogniMe Gournals in various disciplines for consideration of their published articles to calculate

  cademic Ferformance Indicator S  FI( scores. The   FI scoring has been considered as an essential component to U) O

regulated career advancement schemes SO  q(, promotions for assistant professor, associate professor and professor

and also for direct recruitment of associate professor and professor in various universities and colleges.

;  nnals of   yurvedic A edicine% is included in qcience category of listing under the subcategory of Oomplementary and

  lternative A edicine SO  A (. ' e eEpress our sincere gratitude at this occasion to all our stakeholders including our

editorial board members, authors, reviewers and readers.

Ayurveda specialist appointed special secretary in Ayush

| ew Helhi, zun 19 SFTI( Renowned   yurveda physician xaidya RaGesh Votecha was today appointed as special secretary

in   yush A inistry. The appointment is in line with the Oentre%s efforts to bring in specialists from the private sector in

the government. Usually a government official is appointed to such posts.  The   ppointments Oommittee of the Oabinet

has approved his appointment to the post for three years on a contract basis, an order issued by Hepartment of Fersonnel

and Training SHoFT( said. xaidya Votecha is chief consultant of Ohakrapani   yurveda Olinic, zaipur. Frevious to this

assignment, he was x ice Ohancellor to ) uGarat   yurveda University, zamnagar. xaidya Votecha is also the recipient of

Fadmashri, a prestigious civilian award established by ) ovt of India.
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